
Preparation

1) Remove any debris or stones from the area in which the grass mats are to be laid.

2) We recommend levelling the area best as possible (if necessary) by filling any holes or divots with topsoil and
 potentially reseeding if there is currently no grass in place.

Installation

3) Optional: Prior to laying the rubber grass mats, you can install our Underlay Mesh covering the entire 
designated area, underneath the rubber grass mats. This is to provide added ground protection to allow for the 
growth of natural grass. When installing the mats and Underlay mesh the plastic pegs will simply push through 
the mesh and into the ground securely holding the mats and mesh in place.

4) Lay the rubber grass mats out one line at a time to cover the designated area, ensuring they are flush together. 

Grass Mat Installation Guide

Alternatively, if there is existing turf in place the rubber mats can be laid directly on top of the grassed area 
without any groundwork required.



5) You can now go ahead and cable tie the rubber mats together. Dependant on the formation of the rubber mats 
we recommend the use of up to 20 cable ties per mat. Usually four cable ties along the 1m length and six cable 
ties along the 1.5m length.

6) Once the mats are laid in the correct place and cable tied you can then start to place the plastic pegs into the 
mats to secure them into the ground. We recommend the use of 4 plastic pegs per mats one in each corner of the 
mats. Gently push these into the ground, if required a rubber mallet can be used to knock the pegs in. 

7) Rather than simply laying the mats and pegging them into the ground, the edgings of the rubber mats can be 
cut in the surface to prevent any trip hazard. Fold back the perimeter edges of the rectangle of mats and dig a 
wedge-shaped channel around 4” deep. Unfold the mats back down and into the channel which now exists. Peg 
each corner of the mats into the sloped side of the channel before re�ling the channel with soil to bring it up to 
the level.


